
DESCRIPTION 

Bendix-10 Anti-Lock Brake System (ABS) is designed to prevent wheel lock-up during heavy braking. This 
allows operator to maintain steering control, while stopping vehicle in shortest distance possible. Major 
components consist of the following: hydraulic assembly, 4 wheel speed sensors, Controller Anti-Lock Brake 
(CAB), 2 warning lights (Red BRAKE and Amber ANTI-LOCK), and a pump/motor assembly. See Fig. 1 . 
ABS has a self-diagnostic system for trouble shooting and system malfunction warning. 

Fig. 1: Locating ABS Components 
Courtesy of CHRYSLER CORP. 

OPERATION 

CAUTION: When battery is disconnected, vehicle computer and memory systems 
may lose memory data. Driveability problems may exist until computer 
systems have completed a relearn cycle. See COMPUTER RELEARN 
PROCEDURES article in the GENERAL INFORMATION section before 
disconnecting battery.

NOTE: For more information on brake system, see appropriate DISC & DRUM article.
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Each wheel sensor sends an AC electrical signal to the CAB, which translates this information into wheel speed. 
If wheel speed in any wheel decelerates excessively in comparison to other wheels, the CAB cycles hydraulic 
brake pressure to each wheel to equalize decelerating speed of all wheels. ABS does not function at speeds less 
than 5 MPH. Minor wheel lock-up may occur at speeds less than 5 MPH. 

Red BRAKE warning light will come on when ignition switch is in START position. Warning light should go 
off when ignition switch is released to RUN position. If light does not go off, the following conditions may be 
the cause: parking brake not fully released, low brake fluid, low accumulator pressure or low hydraulic 
pressure. See DIAGNOSIS & TESTING . 

Amber ANTI-LOCK warning light will come on for 1-30 seconds when ignition switch is turned to ON 
position. Amber ANTI-LOCK light is normally on until the CAB completes its self-tests and turns light off. If 
light does not go off after 30 seconds, ABS has found a fault. ABS is deactivated until fault is repaired. Normal 
braking functions are unaffected. Proceed to DIAGNOSIS & TESTING to locate and correct fault. 

PEDAL FEEL CHARACTERISTICS 

During ABS stopping, solenoid valve clicking and pump motor operation may be heard, and brake pedal 
vibration/pulsation may be felt. The ABS prevents complete wheel lock-up, but some tire chirping may occur, 
depending on road surface. The chirping sound should not be interpreted as total wheel lock-up (although minor 
wheel lock-up may occur at speeds less than 5 MPH). 

During an ABS stop, the master cylinder is isolated from wheel brakes, producing a hard pedal feel. The ABS is 
shut off toward end of ABS stop, when speed is less than 5 MPH. A slight brake pedal drop may be felt when 
ABS is shut off. 

The system may detect wheel lock-up and activate ABS under the following conditions: braking on bumpy 
surface or when sand, gravel or other loose debris is on the road. Under such conditions, hard pedal feel and 
loss of deceleration may be experienced. 

Hard pedal feel WILL NOT make warning lights come on or set fault message. When investigating a hard pedal 
feel or excessive system noise, inspect sensor and tone wheel teeth for chips, damaged sensor pole tips, 
excessive tone wheel runout or gap. 

SYSTEM PRECAUTIONS 

1. DO NOT unplug or plug CAB connector with ignition switch in ON position. Before bleeding brake 
system or disconnecting any hydraulic brake component (including brake lines), depressurize ABS 
hydraulic system by turning ignition switch to OFF position and depressing brake pedal at least 40 times.  

2. Unplug CAB and sensor block connectors before using an arc welder on vehicle. When painting vehicle, 
CAB and sensor block should be insulated or removed before placing vehicle in paint oven.  

3. Visually inspect ABS before performing any test. Ensure hydraulic system, base brake system, charging 

CAUTION: See ANTI-LOCK BRAKE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS article in GENERAL 
INFORMATION.
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system and battery are okay. Low battery voltage can cause faulty reading. If necessary, connect a battery 
charger, and apply slow charge. DO NOT fast charge battery.  

4. Ensure parking brake switch, all related electrical wiring, electrical connections and electrical grounds are 
okay.  

BLEEDING BRAKE SYSTEM 

Air enters system whenever lines, hoses, calipers or hydraulic assembly are disconnected for service. ABS must 
be bled if air has entered system. Air inside brake system may set a primary pressure/delta pressure fault in the 
Controller Anti-Lock Brake (CAB). Refer to DIAGNOSIS & TESTING . 

MANUAL BLEEDING 

1. Ensure ignition remains in OFF position during brake bleeding procedure. Depressurize accumulator by 
pumping brake pedal at least 40 times. When a definite increase in pedal effort is felt, pump pedal a few 
more times to ensure pressure is released.  

2. Connect transparent bleed hose to LR caliper/wheel cylinder bleed screw. Submerge free end of hose in 
clear jar partially filled with clean brake fluid. Slowly pump brake pedal full strokes several times; allow 
about 5 seconds between pedal strokes. After 2 or 3 strokes, hold pedal at bottom of travel.  

3. With pressure on pedal, open caliper/wheel cylinder bleed screw1/2 - 3/4 turn. Leave bleed screw open 
until fluid no longer flows from hose, or fluid level stops rising in bottle. Tighten bleed screw, and release 
pedal. Repeat procedure until clear, bubble-free fluid flows from hose. Tighten caliper/wheel cylinder 
bleed screw to 80-170 INCH lbs. (9-19 N.m). Proceed to next bleed valve of brake bleeding sequence. 
See BRAKELINE BLEEDING SEQUENCE table.  

PRESSURE BLEEDING 

1. Ensure ignition remains in OFF position during brake bleeding procedure. Depressurize accumulator by 
pumping brake pedal at least 40 times. When a definite increase in pedal effort is felt, pump pedal a few 
more times to ensure pressure is released.  

2. Remove both reservoir caps. Install pressure bleeder adapter on one reservoir port and dummy cap on the 
other. Attach bleeding equipment to bleeder adapter per equipment instructions. Charge pressure bleeder 

NOTE: During bleeding procedure, ensure fluid level remains close to full. Check fluid 
level periodically while bleeding system. Add DOT 3 brake fluid as required. 
Depressurize hydraulic accumulator before performing brake bleeding 
procedure to prevent personal injury and/or damage to painted surfaces. See 
ANTI-LOCK BRAKE SAFETY PRECAUTIONS article in GENERAL 
INFORMATION.

NOTE: Manual bleeding procedure requires a second technician.

NOTE: Use only diaphragm-type pressure bleeding equipment to prevent air, moisture 
and other contaminants from entering system.
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to approximately 20 psi (1.4 kg/cm2 ).  

3. Connect transparent bleed hose to LR caliper/wheel cylinder bleed screw. Submerge free end of hose in 
clear jar partially filled with clean brake fluid. With pressure bleeder turned on, open caliper/wheel 
cylinder bleed screw 1/2 - 3/4 turn, and allow fluid to flow into container. Leave bleed screw open until 
clear, bubble-free fluid flows from hose.  

4. When installing NEW components, or if master cylinder reservoir was drained or hydraulic assembly was 
removed before bleeding, slowly pump brake pedal 2 times while bleed screw is open and fluid is 
flowing. This will help purge air from master cylinder and/or hydraulic assembly. Tighten caliper/wheel 
cylinder bleed screw to 80-170 INCH lbs. (9-19 N.m). Proceed to next bleed valve of brake bleeding 
sequence. See BRAKELINE BLEEDING SEQUENCE table. Failure to release pressure slowly from 
reservoir will cause fluid spill and may result in injury and/or paint damage.  

5. After all calipers/wheel cylinders have been bled, release pressure bleeding equipment air pressure. Close 
pressure bleeder valve, and slowly unscrew bleeder adapter from hydraulic assembly reservoir. Remove 
bleeder adapter and bleeder equipment.  

6. Using a syringe, remove excess fluid from reservoir (to top of filter screen). Install reservoir caps, and 
turn ignition on to allow ABS pump to charge accumulator. Depress brake pedal at least 40 times to 
depressurize brake system. Recheck fluid level.  

BRAKELINE BLEEDING SEQUENCE 

Application Sequence

All Models LR, RR, LF, RF
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